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ABSTRACT
We report on the serendipitous observations of Solar System objects imaged during the High cadence
Transient Survey (HiTS) 2014 observation campaign. Data from this high cadence, wide field survey
was originally analyzed for finding variable static sources using Machine Learning to select the most-
likely candidates. In this work we search for moving transients consistent with Solar System objects
and derive their orbital parameters.
We use a simple, custom detection algorithm to link trajectories and assume Keplerian motion to
derive the asteroid’s orbital parameters. We use known asteroids from the Minor Planet Center (MPC)
database to assess the detection efficiency of the survey and our search algorithm. Trajectories have
an average of nine detections spread over 2 days, and our fit yields typical errors of σa ∼ 0.07 AU, σe ∼
0.07 and σi ∼ 0.◦5 deg in semi-major axis, eccentricity, and inclination respectively for known asteroids
in our sample. We extract 7,700 orbits from our trajectories, identifying 19 near Earth objects, 6,687
asteroids, 14 Centaurs, and 15 trans-Neptunian objects. This highlights the complementarity of
supernova wide field surveys for Solar System research and the significance of machine learning to
clean data of false detections. It is a good example of the data–driven science that LSST will deliver.
Keywords: Astrometry – Minor planets, asteroids: general – Surveys
1. INTRODUCTION
We are entering the age of wide-field surveys, where
massive amounts of data are collected to gather infor-
mation on as many sources as possible while monitoring
how the sky changes over time. In this new era, data
can be refurbished to be useful for a science case differ-
ent from the one it was originally designed for. This is
particularly true for “time domain” astronomy, where
multiple observations of a region are obtained in hopes
of finding differences between data taken in different
epochs. For example this has been used in the past
to search for moving objects in the Hubble Space Tele-
scope’s archive: Fuentes et al. (2010, 2011), where most
jpena@das.uchile.cl
of the objects were discovered in data obtained for SNe
characterization. Other surveys not mainly focused in
Solar System science, such as SDSS (York et al. 2000),
WISE (Wright et al. 2010) or PS-1 (Chambers et al.
2016) had also been used for detection and study of So-
lar System’s Minor Planets (see Figure 1 for more ex-
amples).
Supernovae (SNe), Solar System (SS) objects, or tran-
siting Exoplanets all need multi-epoch observations to
be discovered. The timescale over which the observa-
tions must be carried out depends, however, on the par-
ticular object of study. Hence, while SN surveys usually
observe a field over a couple of weeks, SS objects can
be detected in a single night and confirmed a few days
later, and planets may need weeks of dense monitoring
to detect the ephemeral transit. A survey’s success is
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determined in part by an appropriate choice of cadence,
which also determines its value for surveying other phe-
nomena. This is one of the aspects that has to be re-
solved for the largest survey to come: The Large Syn-
optic Survey Telescope (LSST) project. The LSST will
marry different communities by devoting its operation
to imaging the sky efficiently and consistently. In order
to do so, a great deal of effort is being spent in selecting
the best observing strategy to fulfill the science needs of
all the groups involved.
In this paper we present our search for Solar System
objects in the High cadence Transient Survey (HiTS), a
high cadence survey designed to find young Supernovae
using the Dark Energy Camera (DECam) at the 4m
Blanco Telescope on Cerro Tololo Observatory (Fo¨rster
et al. 2016, hereafter F16). DECam has been hailed as a
precursor of LSST for its large field of view, fast readout,
and large 520 Mpix CCD camera (DePoy et al. 2008).
In this work we look for SS objects in HiTS 2014 data,
which contains several observations of the same area of
the sky during consecutive nights. We test the expected
discovery efficiency for the known population of aster-
oids, while extending the sensitivity to smaller objects
by at least one magnitude. We show that high cadence
Supernovae surveys in general are well suited to search
and characterize the orbits of SS objects. Our results for
this sample of small asteroids are consistent with those
of asteroids already studied.
The HiTS data is described in section 2. In section
3 we show the linking algorithm used to find asteroids
and other SS objects. Our results and their comparisons
with known objects is presented in section 4. We discuss
the results and provide ideas for future work in Section
5.
2. DATA
2.1. HiTS observations
HiTS was run in three different campaigns in the
2013A, 2014A and 2015A semesters. The 2013A cam-
paign consisted of four consecutive nights of u–band ob-
servations of 120 deg2 (40 DECam pointings) with a ca-
dence of about two hours (four observations per night).
The 2014A campaign consisted of five consecutive nights
of g–band observations towards 120 deg2 (40 DECam
pointings) with a cadence of about two hours (four ob-
servations per night). The 2015A campaign consisted of
6 consecutive nights of mainly g–band observations and
a few observations in the r and i bands, towards 150
deg2 (50 DECam pointings) with a cadence of about 1.6
hours (five observations per night), followed by three
non–consecutive half nights 2, 5 and 20 nights after the
end of the main run. The location of the HiTS fields is
shown in Figure 4 of F16. In this work we only analyze
data from the 2014A campaign, which is the deepest of
the previous three campaigns.
2.2. Data Processing
The HiTS survey runs a custom–made pipeline in
real–time to detect fast transients. Given its cadence,
with several observations per night, and the location of
its fields, close to the Sun’s opposition in 2014, it was
ideally suited for the detection of asteroids as well, which
we analyze in this publication.
The raw data was pre–processed with a local copy
of the DECam Community Pipeline (DCP), which in-
cludes electronic bias calibrations, crosstalk corrections,
saturation masking, bad pixel masking and interpola-
tion, bias calibration, linearity correction, flat field gain
calibration, fringe pattern subtraction, bleed trail and
edge bleed masking, and interpolation (F16).
Pre–processed data was template subtracted with the
HiTS pipeline described in F16 and Cabrera et al.
(2017). Images are registered using a Lanczos 2 kernel
and convolved using a variable pixel size kernel. After
differencing, variable candidates are detected using the
optimal photometry method (Naylor 1998), and clas-
sified as real or bogus using a random forest classifier
(RF), which retrieves a probability for each candidate
of being real. The RF was previously trained using
data from the 2013A campaign. The classification of
sources requires the computation of the candidates’ fea-
tures, which absorbs most of the computational cost.
Calculating the 56 features in a single 2.2 GHz proces-
sor takes ∼11 seconds for ∼5,000 candidates.
Selecting only those candidates with probability
higher than .5, the data is reduced by ∼80%, reducing
our original 1.8 million candidates in HiTS to ∼360,000.
Since convolution forces the same calibration for the
template and science images, our photometry is based
on the absolute calibration of the template images. We
estimate our photometric precision in the g band to be
better than 0.02 mag. for objects brighter than 21 mag.
and to increase up to 0.2 mag. at 23 mag. (Mart´ınez et
al. submitted).
2.3. Survey Efficiency
We use the known asteroid population from the Mi-
nor Planet Center 1 (MPC) as an unbiased sample to
test the asteroid detection efficiency of the HiTS survey.
By checking the number of times a known asteroid is
detected as a variable source we get an accurate assess-
ment of the maximum number of asteroids our linking
algorithm can identify as a moving object.
1 Information provided via web page in http://www.
minorplanetcenter.net/cgi-bin/checkmp.cgi
3We match HiTS’s detections with known asteroids for
every epoch, measuring their projected separation in the
sky as shown in Figure 1. We note that most aster-
oids are identified with a detection lying within ∼7 arc-
seconds, while the position errors are larger along the
ecliptic. Based on this plot we consider a 7′′ tolerance
in projected distance to match detections in HiTS with
MPC’s positions of known asteroids. The typical sky
density of our variable source list is ∼ 120deg−2, while
the density of the MPC list of asteroids neighboring our
pointing is 40deg−2, which brings our chances of getting
one spurious match per square degree down to 6%. In
consequence, this is the same probability of including
one false detection on an otherwise fully correct track,
per square degree (see section 3 for the definitions of
detection and track). Because there can be several as-
teroids per square degree during the five days of our
survey is not unusual to have trajectories that link real
detections of asteroids with a few false detections. We
call this track confusion. Beside this, from simulations of
one field (using the same characteristics of one of ours,
but with randomly simulated detections) we find that
the probability of linking an entire track with unrelated
detections (a false track) is less than 2%, resulting in
tracks that almost certainly would be rejected when do-
ing the keplerian fit (see section 4.2).
We considered ∼ 7, 700 different known asteroids near
HiTS pointings. In Figure 2 we show the number of
times one of these known asteroids is matched with a
detection in the HiTS variable source list (projected dis-
tance under 7′′). We divide the sample in those that are
matched under three times (gray) and those that have
enough detections to be linked (blue). The detection
efficiency does not improve significantly when using the
entire 1.8 million candidates from HiTS (without the
machine learning selection), losing 5% of the known as-
teroids’ detections, which translates into a 2% drop in
the number of known asteroids that we are able to re-
cover and identify.
3. ANALYSIS
The data used for this work consists of catalogs of
variable object candidates obtained via image subtrac-
tion as explained in Section 2.2. The catalogs were fil-
tered using a random forest classifier based on candidate
image stamps (see F16). Candidates with a probability
larger than 0.5 of being real according to the classifier
are called detections in this work. We link detections
into trajectories using two different algorithms. The
first one works as follows: we first find linear segments
of at least 5 detections by looking for clusters of relative
velocities between detections. Then we join linear seg-
ments to form more complete curved trajectories. These
trajectories are also processed to eliminate outliers or to
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Figure 1. Contour plot for the difference between coordi-
nates of MPC and HiTS data. Each contour surrounds a
percentage of the matched data. Straight black line has the
same slope as the ecliptic. Black circle has a 7 arc-seconds
radius.
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Figure 2. Histogram of number of times an asteroid was
imaged and analyzed as a variable candidate source by the
HiTS survey. All known asteroids (from MPC) that were
within 1.25 degrees of any DECam pointing in the HiTS sur-
vey during 2014 were considered in this analysis. Asteroids
with less than three detections are shown in gray, those with
three and more are colored blue.
add detections not found in the previous steps. Finally,
we remove trajectories with a high acceleration and we
force trajectories to be disjoint sets. These trajectories
are actually candidates for real trajectories, so we just
call them tracks. The execution time of this algorithm
scales as O(n2). This means that if we wouldn’t have
used Machine Learning to reject ∼ 80% of the origi-
nal data, it would have taken 25 times longer to find
our tracks. When comparing to the list of known aster-
oids this algorithm yields about a 30% efficiency. The
second linking algorithm is similar to the one used in
Trilling et al. (2017) and Valdes et al. (2015), with an
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Figure 3. Histograms of number of asteroids per magnitude
(g band). In orange, known asteroids (from MPC) that our
linking process can find (have three matches with our data).
In blue, tracks found in the HiTS data. In green, those
tracks that were recognized as known objects. The drop in
the blue histogram appears consistent with Figure 7 in F16
once the effect of image subtraction is taken into account,
which results in a loss of ∼0.4 mag.
execution time that scales as O(n log n). As this algo-
rithm runs much faster than the first one, we considered
three-detection tracks, improving the linking efficiency
as shown in the next section. When considering tracks
of at least 5 detection the efficiency is identical for both
algorithms. Since there are at most 4 detections for the
same object in a single night, requiring at least 5 detec-
tions leaves many single-night tracks out. Looking for
single-night tracks and then joining them yields better
results (see Figure 4).
4. RESULTS
4.1. Magnitude Distribution
The second algorithm presented in the previous sec-
tion yielded a total of 14,507 tracks. In Figure 3 we
show all these tracks as a blue magnitude histogram,
all known asteroids that are present in at least three
detections in our data as an orange histogram, and all
known asteroids that were also detected as tracks as a
green histogram. To identify a track as a known asteroid
we require at least three detections in the track closer
than seven arc-seconds to the same MPC object, which
results in 3,812 tracks recognized as known asteroids.
Thus, all objects in the green distribution are also in
the blue and orange distributions of Figure 3.
With this information we can calculate the efficiency
per magnitude bin of our track finding algorithm, as the
ratio between the number of recognized tracks and the
number of known objects found with at least three de-
tections in our data. This efficiency is shown in Figure 4,
where the errors in efficiency are computed propagating
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Figure 4. Efficiency of recognized objects over the known
objects per magnitude bin (see green and orange histograms
in Figure 3). Errors are propagated using Poisson errors for
each measurement. The dotted red line represents the total
efficiency (total number of recognized tracks over the total
number of known objects), equal to 0.9.
Poisson errors. The total efficiency of our track finding
algorithm, defined as the ratio between the total num-
ber of recognized tracks and the total number of known
asteroids with at least three detections, was found to be
0.9. The total efficiency is shown with a red dotted line
in Figure 4. Although our sample population (known
objects) is in average brighter than our detections, the
apparent drop in detection efficiency in Figure 4 slightly
beyond g = 23 is consistent with the drop in number of
recognized tracks in blue (Figure 3).
4.2. Orbital Fitting
A Keplerian orbit was fitted to each track. We used a
modified version of the code by Bernstein & Khushalani
(2000), better suited for asteroids, to fit all the positions
from each object into a sky trajectory. In order to reduce
the number of spurious detections we fitted tracks which
had 6 or more detections in total and with at least 2
detections in each night where they were found. All
trajectories with unbound solutions or with maximum
residuals at any detected time larger than 2 arc-seconds
were also rejected.
This resulted in 7,700 bound trajectories2 with a typ-
ical arc of 2.2 days, which are shown in Figure 5. Most
of the asteroids found (6,687) belong to the Main Belt
(in blue, perihelion q > 1.3 AU and semi-major axis
a < 4.2 AU); there are 19 Near-Earth objects (NEOs,
red, q < 1.3 AU); 14 Centaurs (in orange, q > 5.2 AU
and a < 30 AU); and 15 trans-neptunian objects (TNOs,
green, a > 30 AU). We use orbital parameter limits from
2 Available in http://www.das.uchile.cl/~jpena/HiTS_2014/
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Figure 5. Orbital solution for all tracks that yield bound
orbits and a maximum deviation of 2 arc-seconds from the
model. There are 7,700 objects in 2014 that fulfill this crite-
rion. The lines show the solutions that share their pericenter
distance with the outer planets. We show Near Earth Ob-
jects in red, Main Belt asteroids in blue, Centaurs in orange,
trans-Neptunian objects in green and those that did not fit
any of the other criteria in gray, most likely Jupiter Trojans
for which the uncertainties on their orbits do not allow us to
tag them as such.
the literature (Gladman et al. 2008; Parker et al. 2008;
Juric´ et al. 2002). Note that there are 708 unclassified
objects (in gray) which are outside the regions of these
other families. These are most likely Jupiter Trojans
for which a ∼2–day arc is insufficient to constrain their
orbital parameters precisely enough to be classified as
such.
We compute the uncertainty in the fitted orbital pa-
rameters as the standard deviation of the errors between
the orbital parameters derived from our fit and those re-
ported by the MPC (see Figure 6). In this analysis we
did not consider objects observed only in a single night
as their arc does not allow a reliable fit, leaving orbital
parameters of 2,464 known asteroids to compare with.
We report our 1 − σ uncertainties as the interval that
bounds 68% of the errors around the mode (as in the nor-
mal distribution) to be σa ∼ 0.07 AU for the semi-major
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Figure 6. Errors for the estimated orbits of known asteroids
in our sample. We highlight the 1 − σ confidence region.
From top to bottom we show errors in semi-major axis, ec-
centricity, and inclination. The implied 1 − σ confidence
region for our orbital solutions is: σa = [−0.08, 0.06] AU,
σe = [−0.06, 0.08], and σi = [−0.4, 0.6] degrees.
axis, σe ∼ 0.07 for the eccentricity and σi ∼ 0.5 deg for
the inclination.
Most of the computed orbital parameters show er-
rors that follow a normal distribution around the known
value (See Figure 6). However, there is a tail of fitted or-
bits that fall far outside the range of that figure. These
orbits correspond mostly to those consistent with Trojan
orbits (in gray in Figure 5). The fraction of those poor
orbit fits are 7%, 1% and 1% for a, e and i respectively.
4.3. Color
Using our own g magnitudes with the V magnitudes
provided by MPC, we calculate the colors of those ob-
jects considered in Figure 6 that could be fit into a Ke-
plerian orbit and consistent with Main Belt asteroids,
as shown in Figure 7. Asteroids at the Inner Belt are
redder than those in the Outer Belt, as seen in Figure 4
of Parker et al. (2008). This exercise shows how adding
observations with another filter would allow us to extend
the color-family relationships in the Main Belt (Parker
et al. 2008) to much smaller objects.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We report on our search for asteroids and other So-
lar System populations imaged in the High cadence
Transient Survey (HiTS). This wide-field survey covered
∼ 120 square degrees over 6 nights in 2014 looking for
time variable phenomena, in particular Supernovae. We
took advantage of the readily available HiTS’s pipeline’s
variable source catalog (F16), already classified by ma-
chine learning, and performed two different search al-
gorithms for motion consistent with known small-body
populations. We found 7,700 viable orbits, identifying
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Table 1. Surveys with Minor Planets Detections
Survey Ω lim. mag.* Nobj Strategy
deg2
SDSS - I/IIa ∼10,000 r∗ ∼ 22 471,569 asteroidsb ∼ 8 years survey.
Each field in 5 bands (72s between bands).
28% of surveyed area is covered twice or more.c
CFEPSd ∼320 mg ∼ 24 169 TNOs ∼4 years for discovery + follow-up 2 years later.
Cadence optimized for TNOs (few observations
spanned on days to months).
WISEe All the sky W1 ∼15.3f ∼150,000g ∼1.5 years survey. All the sky is observed
in ∼7 months, visiting the same area at least
8 times (on ∼10 days).
(i)PTFh ∼10,000 R∼20.5 ∼1582i ∼8 years survey. Cadences vary from minutes
(new bodies) to days. Known asteroids are extracted
before linking. Discoveries are made via
linking and streak-detections (for NEOs)
PS-1j ∼30,000 rP1 ∼ 22 600,000 asteroidsg ∼ 4 years survey. Different observing methods.
wP1 ∼ 22.5 Most of the surveyed area is observed 4 times
a year. There are also observations at the
ecliptic plane for NEOs and KBOs.
HiTSk 120 g50=23.5-24.5 7,700 ∼5 days survey. Each surveyed area
is visited 4-5 times per night every 2 hours.
LSSTl ∼25,000 r ∼24.5 > 5 millions ∼10 years survey. 2 pairs of visits per field
(estimated) separated by ∼30 mins. covering the entire
visible sky every 3-4 days (∼ 4,000 deg2m).
∗Most surveys quote the limiting magnitude (LM) for individual detections. The LM for asteroids requires a control sample.
In our survey we estimate our LM with known asteroids (g50 ∼ 23.5) as shown in Figure 3 and 4
aIvezic´ et al. (2001)
b http://faculty.washington.edu/ivezic/sdssmoc/sdssmoc.html ; Ivezic´ et al. (2010)
cThe Sloan Digital Sky Survey Project Book (http://www.astro.princeton.edu/PBOOK/)
dPetit et al. (2011); Kavelaars et al. (2009)
eMainzer et al. (2011); Wright et al. (2010)
fhttp://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/prelim/expsup/sec2_2.html
gVeresˇ et al. (2017)
hLaw et al. (2009); Kulkarni (2013); Waszczak et al. (2013, 2015, 2017)
i https://www.ptf.caltech.edu/page/asteroids_data
jChambers et al. (2016); Lin et al. (2016)
kFo¨rster et al. (2016)
l Jones et al. (2016)
mAssuming 2 visits of 30 seconds per 10 hr night
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Figure 7. Known Main Belt asteroids rediscovered in this
survey with arcs longer than one day are shown in this g−V
color vs orbital parameters a and i, as inferred from our
photometry and orbital fit.
19 NEOs, 6,687 Main Belt asteroids (around 2,500 pre-
viously known), 14 Centaurs, and 15 TNOs as shown
in Figure 5. It is important to notice that this char-
acterization is based on relatively short arcs (mean arc
∼ 2.2 days). Our orbits are precise enough to deter-
mine orbital parameters with precision for the longest
arcs, but not enough to classify all reported objects (see
Figure 6). We used the list of known objects from the
MPC to check on our efficiency and orbital accuracy.
Of those known orbits in our tracks (3,812), only those
with arcs longer than a night (2,464) yielded bound or-
bits. There were 708 objects (gray dots in Figure 5)
with orbits mostly consistent with Jupiter Trojans but
with large orbital uncertainties.
Our results serve as a good model for the asteroid
discovery efficiency that can be expected from synoptic
surveys like LSST, with one cadence optimized for sev-
eral different science drivers (LSST et al. 2009; Jones et
al. 2016). Table 1 shows a comparison of this work with
other past and future Solar System searches on wide-
field surveys. We include the total surveyed area, lim-
iting magnitude, number of discoveries, and timespan
for data gathering as a basis of comparison. Cadences
vary greatly between surveys, and usually within the
same survey. LSST’s basic survey strategy of observing
one field twice a night, covering the entire sky every 3-4
days is similar to HiTS’ constant cadence returning to
each field over 5 nights. This match between observing
cadences yields a similar linking problem, that requires
finding tracklets within a few days to form a proper So-
lar System trajectory.
Our results are enabled by the overwhelming rejection
of spurious detections by the machine learning algorithm
described in Cabrera et al. (2017) and F16. This fil-
tering process on raw detections not only reduces the
execution time, but also reduces false discoveries and
the number of trajectories contaminated by incorrect
detections (which scales with the number density of de-
tections). This “track confusion” increases the errors in
orbital parameters and is an important problem when
trying to extend one track into another night. LSST is
expected to produce ∼10 million alerts per night (LSST
et al. 2009). It would take ∼6 hours in a single 2.2 GHz
processor to compute Machine Learning features for all
of these. This problem is readily parallelizable to sub-
stantially reduce the extra processing time.
Although this classification algorithm (F16) is not tai-
lored for tracked moving objects, only 5% of detections
and 2% of real traceable objects are rejected. Future
work is needed in describing sources that deviate from
a point source to better account for this obvious source
of confusion, as well as other special cases like binaries,
comets, etc. Having a well-defined probability for each
detection in the source list of any future survey will im-
prove the accuracy of any linking algorithm, especially
when dealing with track confusion. We can use the sur-
veyed area to scale the computational cost of our search
if applied to LSST assuming they use a vetting algorithm
that rejects 80% of the alerts. Our simple O(n2) search
algorithm with no major optimization would be able to
link the area surveyed in one night to data obtained 3-4
nights before in 36 hrs (using 120 nodes of 20 2.2 GHz
cores each). However the O(n log n) algorithm would
only take 2 hours in a single node of 20 cores. This vet-
ting of detections would enable users to run their own
linking algorithms to search for moving targets in the
LSST’s alert stream (the analogue of our transient can-
didates catalogue). We emphasize that improving and
optimizing the classification of raw non-vetted detec-
tions should yield great benefits for the implementation
of more general search algorithms. We have shown that
using a similar ML classification scheme, LSST could
provide better alerts with little extra overhead and that
simple algorithms can then link moving objects with an
arc of 3-4 days within hours. This arc is long enough
to constrain the orbital parameters to a few percent for
asteroids observed near opposition. Adding ML to the
reduction process means that a fast-moving object could
be discovered and followed up on the same night.
As wide-field surveys get deeper, understanding their
linking efficiencies and biases will allow the size distri-
bution of asteroids to extend to smaller sizes (Figure 4).
The HiTS 2015 campaign provides photometry mainly
in g band but also in the r band. A similar treatment
of that data will yield colors for fainter and smaller as-
teroids. Studying the color distribution as a function
of size can be linked to the dynamical history of these
populations.
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